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From Phaedra Parks, breakout star of THE TRUE Housewives of Atlanta, comes a true Southern Belle’ A Southern Belle
takes care of herself and makes sure people treat her right.t have to be raised in the South to be the same fun-loving
bundle of looks, attraction, and determination which makes a Belle a Belle. Who's professional, courteous, and harder
working than anys surely got to be considered a Southern Belle. Whose Christmas cards arrive the day after
Thanksgiving, year after year? Y’all know she’one else?s witty, practical, and no-nonsense guide alive. That’re rocking on
leading porch, with a high glass of sweet tea and a plate of ladyfingers, because Phaedra’s a earn for you both.) But,
darling, you don’Who's always perfectly put together and never at a loss for words? She generally gets her way, even if
her guy thinks it was his idea.s what this delightful small book is for! So let’wives of Atlanta. Life as a Belle is merely
better—for you and for the people around you. Ladies, take it from Phaedra Parks, the smart, confident, and always poised
celebrity of The Real Houses imagine you’ (That’s got something or two to tell you!
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Too Bogged Straight down in the Details I really wanted to love this publication; Lost interest . Parks is a good example
of what a decided, polished woman appears like in today's day and age. It had been off to a great start when she was
focused more on concepts such as femininity, interpersonal graces and issue solving. Where she went incorrect was
when she devoted entire chapters to which fork you should eat with, when you should have a potluck and how to make
use of a finger bowl. I Love This Book I love this publication. In getting therefore mired down in those unnecessary
details, the book lost sight of its true objective and, yes, its elegance. A much better read would be "What Southern
Ladies Understand" by Ronda Rich. She actually is still the grasp of the class when it comes to the requirements of
southern female charm and you may definitely tell which book was authored by a writer and which book was authored
by possible tv star, bless her center. If there's a sequel, then my assistance to Ms. I liked reading many elements of this
book I actually liked reading many elements of this book. A far better reserve is "A Southern Belle Primer This is "how
exactly to dress for business success" with "Southern belle" in the title for marketing purposes. I didn't find anything
especially Southern in it. A much better reserve is definitely "A Southern Belle Primer: Why Princess Margaret WON'T
Be A Kappa Kappa Gamma". Parks is to adhere to the meat of the book and stop fretting about the forks. It refreshed
etiquette suggestions I had not used in some time. I enjoyed all the 'girly' tips though I do not really think there must
have been certain comparisons of ladies in Greek Letter Companies. The writer may have women who have purchased
her publication that participate in other Greek Letter businesses and may possess the impression she is informing the
world these women are not as 'prestigious' as others however they to are supporters of her book by purchasing and
reading the reserve. LOVE THIS BOOK!. Extremely entertaining. Do yourself a favor and try a few of the more tried and
true books on this issue. Four Stars I think this book has great tips and advice that We will begin to apply in my own
life.! Brought me back to my roots after departing the South for 13 years. Really hope she writes another one. Phaedra
drops all kids of understanding in this publication and I examine it several times a year to ensure I am usually on point
with any and everything . Ridiculous Idea in the Southern Belle Genre This book has absolutely nothing with the reality
to be a Southern Belle. The reserve also took quite a long time to get here. LOVE this book LOVE this book . Five Stars I
love this book... A ridiculous idea on this issue. after all, I think Ms... The book is basically an etiquette book. Lost
interest quickly... The book is actually an etiquette book. Southern Belle etiquette at its best! If I wished to read a
reserve on dining etiquette, I'd have purchased that. I browse it from the library. I QUICKLY decided to purchase my
own, personal copy. I purchase all my books from Amazon. Must read for women I cherished it. Its everything your
mother should've taught you. Great fun read.
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